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Report List
This appendix lists the reports considered by the committe assessment of program effectiveness and program Implementation the Youth Employment and Demonstration Projects Act (YEDPA) „ Chapter 4 for a description of the procedures and criteria use selection of reports included in review of YEDPA programs.) T section lists research reports on the effectiveness of individ projects. The second section lists reports on the implementat YEDPA programs in general.
For the review of program effectiveness only those project listed in the first section were considereä. All of these rep the committee's initial criteria for the effectiveness review«, more thorough examination many of these project reports were e from the effectiveness review because they did not meet the se stage criteria of scientific evidence set by the committee. P reports that did meet committee Standards and were included in review of program effectiveness (Chapters 5-8) are indicated b in the left margin.
For the review of program Implementation the committee con two types of reports: project reports (listed in the first se that also contained information pertinent to program implement and reports on program Implementation and Operation that were candidates for the effectiveness review because they were not to individual projects and because they lacked effectiveness d Project reports of the first type included in the implementati (Chapter 3) are indicated by an "I" in the left margin.  Repor second type are listed in the second section, Implementation E All of these reports are included in the Implementation review
Reports are listed alphabetically by authoring organizatic Reports were prepared for the funding agency, the Employment a Training Administration of the U.S. Department of Labor, unles otherwise indicated. Many of the projects included here, for were designed and managed by the Manpower Demonstration Resear Corporation (MDRC) with the evaluation subcontracted to Abt As or Mathematica Policy Research. These project reports are li£ respectively under Abt Associates or Mathematica Policy Resear an indication that they were pr epared for MDRC.
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